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MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGING PARTNER 

 

2017, our fourth year, was another benchmark year. Our first wind farm in Vietnam achieved 

commercial operations. With this milestone, the Armstrong portfolio now has operational wind, 

solar and hydropower plants. Based on strong market demand for quality operating assets, 

Armstrong also commenced the divestment phase of the Fund’s cycle, successfully selling six 

solar projects in Thailand.  

 

 

 

 

As of the end of 2017, we have 20 renewable energy projects in operation across South East 

Asia, including 5 solar energy projects in the Philippines, the first phase of a wind farm in 

Vietnam and a stake in 14 operational hydropower projects representing a total of 150MW of 

installed renewable energy capacity.  

Managing environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues during development, 

construction and operation has been critical in fulfilling our investment policy delivering 

successful financial and developmental targets.   

We have implemented an environmental and social pre-screen, due diligence and corrective 

action plan for each of our projects. Whilst national regulations only require high level 

environmental and social impact assessments, all our portfolio companies have engaged 

third-party consultants to help them complete assessments to ensure that the project meets 

the IFC Performance Standards. During construction, we have monitored the implementation 

of ESG activities through regular site visits by the team and constant communication with 

project developers.  

We hope that you enjoy our fourth sustainability report covering the period 1 January 2017 to 

31 December 2017. We conclude by reviewing the goals which we set for ourselves in 2017 

and setting ourselves goals for 2018. 

 

Andrew Affleck 

Managing Partner, Armstrong Asset Management Pte Ltd 

 

“ ” FRANCIS VANBELLEN, MANAGING DIRECTOR PDI  

“PDI is delighted with the transaction of the Symbior Thai Solar Farms. They have been 

built, operated and maintained in full compliance with best in class ESG principles.”  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Armstrong Asset Management (“Armstrong”) is an independent clean energy asset manager, 

committed to investing into clean energy infrastructure assets that leave a long-term positive impact on 

society and the natural environment. Based in Singapore, Armstrong has an investment mandate 

dedicated to developing countries in Southeast Asia. The first fund which Armstrong manages is the 

Armstrong South East Asia Clean Energy Fund L.P. 

The Fund has a geographic focus on Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia, Vietnam and Malaysia. 

Additionally, the Fund focuses on investment in solar, hydro, wind, off-grid power generation and waste 

utilisation projects. 

The Manager believes that it has a role to play in creating sustainable value and that ESG is an integral 

part of the Fund’s risk management system. and the Fund’s Social and Environmental Management 

System is based on the IFC Performance Standards of 2012.  We work closely with investee companies 

to implement ESG best practices. 

 

2017 HIGHLIGHTS  

• During the year, Armstrong completed the construction and commissioning of its first wind farm, 

Phase 1 of the Dam Nai wind farm in Vietnam (6MW). 

 

• We continued to operate our existing portfolio of operating solar and hydropower projects in 

Thailand, the Philippines and Vietnam. Our projects remained free of major environmental, 

safety or social incidents. 

 

•  In September, we successfully sold our portfolio of 30MW of solar power projects in Thailand 

to a strategic investor.  

 

• On an annual basis, our projects supplied enough electricity to the grid to supply over 260,000 

households, while avoiding over 240,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions. 

 

• In 2017, Armstrong received an award at the Singapore Sustainable Business Awards, for Best 

Land Use, Biodiversity and Environment. 

 

 

Figure 1: Ground-breaking ceremony for the Dam Nai Wind Farm Phase 2 
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Figure 2: Armstrong is recognised at the Singapore Sustainable Business Awards 

 

• We continued to work closely with the project developers to ensure international environmental 

and social best practices were implemented. We assisted our Investees and contractors 

establish social and environmental management systems and procedures for our operating 

solar and hydropower assets and for the construction of our wind farm. 

 

• In 2017, Armstrong completed a review and update of our Social and Environmental 

Management System to ensure our environmental and social management systems are robust 

and effective. 

 

• Armstrong continued to apply the SECO grant awarded in 2015 to help project developers with 

the elevated costs of completing Environmental and Social Impact Assessments to the 

requirements of the IFC Performance Standards. 

 

• We continued to work with our new Investee, Gia Lai Electricity Company, to improve their ESG 

management and systems, supporting the establishment and capacity building of their new 

Environment, Health and Safety, and Social (EHSS) Department. 

 

• Our development partner, The Blue Circle, was awarded as “Best Investor in Ninh Thuan 

region” by the government officials of Ninh Thuan province in October 2017. The Dam Nai Wind 

Farm project was recognized as the best investment among the other investments made in the 

region.  
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2017 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS  

Renewable Energy Installation (MW) 
Apart from the 6MW Dam Nai Wind Farm, which was commissioned in late 2017, all our projects 

were operational throughout 2017. The table below excludes the Thai portfolio that was sold in 

September 2017. 

 

 

MWhrs Suppled to the Grid 
In 2017, Armstrong’s project supplied approximately 544 MWhrs of electricity. The table 

includes electricity generated by the Thai Portfolio up until the sale date. 

 

Carbon emissions abatement 
In 2017, Armstrong’s projects reduced Greenhouse Gas emissions by an estimated 242,000 tonnes.
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OUR PORTFOLIO COMPANIES 

As at 31 December 2017, the investment portfolio of the Fund is as follows: 

 

In 2013, Armstrong entered into a strategic cooperation with the 

energy developer Symbior Solar Siam, a subsidiary of Hong Kong 

based energy company Symbior Energy, to develop and operate 

a portfolio of solar power generation projects in central and 

northern Thailand.   

 

Armstrong invested in 6 projects developed by Symbior in 2015 

and 2016. These assets were sold in 2017. 

 

In 2016, Armstrong took a minority stake in Gia Lai Electricity Joint 

Stock Company (GEC) in Vietnam. IFC also took a minority stake 

in GEC alongside Armstrong. GEC is a renewable energy 

company with an existing portfolio of 14 operational small-scale 

hydropower assets and aspirations to develop wind and solar 

projects. 

 Armstrong invested in The Blue Circle in Q2 2014.  The Blue 

Circle is a solar and wind energy developer, operating in Thailand, 

Vietnam and Cambodia. Armstrong won “Deal of the Year 2014” 

from Acquisition International for its investment in to the company.  

 

The Blue Circle’s first project, Phase 1 of the Dam Nai Wind Farm, 

was constructed during 2017. 

 

 

Armstrong committed to provide US$29 million to fund the 

construction of solar power projects in the Philippines being 

developed by the development company, NV Vogt Singapore. 

 

Armstrong invested in 3 projects developed by NV Vogt in 2015. 

All 3 projects were operational throughout 2017. 

 

In 2015, Armstrong invested in a 15MW solar photovoltaic project 

in the Philippines developed by Cleantech Global Renewables 

Inc. Project construction was completed in 2016 and the plant was 

operational all year. 

 

In 2016, Armstrong took a 50% stake in the Clark 22.3MW solar 

project in Luzon, the Philippines, with Sindicatum Renewable 

Energy. The plant was commissioned in early 2016 and was 

operational all year. 

 In 2014, Armstrong Asset Management entered into a partnership 

with PT Inti Duta Energi (IDE). IDE is the mini-hydro development 

subsidiary of Jakarta-listed construction company PT Nusa 

Konstruksi Enjiniring Tbk (NKE).  The developer has over 50MW 

of mini-hydro projects in various stages of development but none 

were constructed in 2017. 
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OUR ESG APPROACH 

We follow the ESG process from pre-investment to exit.  By working with investee companies 

throughout the investment cycle, we are better able to identify potential ESG issues. We provide 

ESG training to investee companies and where necessary provide further resources. 

 

 

In 2017, the projects we invested in were all Category B projects, according to the World Bank 

(WB) categorisation method.  Category B projects have impacts which are site-specific, few if 

any of them are irreversible, and in most cases, measures can be implemented to avoid or 

reduce impacts.   

We also use the 2012 IFC Performance Standards (PS) to assess the environmental and social 

risks and potential impacts of our investments.  The IFC PS are as follows: 

PS1:  Assessment and Management of Environmental and Social Risks and Impacts 

PS2:  Labour and Working Conditions 

PS3:  Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention 

PS4:  Community Health, Safety and Security 

PS5:  Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement 

PS6:  Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Management of Living Natural Resources 

PS7:  Indigenous Peoples 

PS8:  Cultural Heritage 
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MANAGING ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACTS 

Social and Environmental Management System 
Armstrong manages the environmental and social risks of our business activities in accordance 

with our Social and Environmental Management System (SEMS). When assessing new 

projects, we undertake ESG pre-screening, due diligence assessment, analysis of gaps and 

implementation of corrective actions, stakeholder engagement, and Environmental and Social 

Impact Assessments (ESIAs). The construction and operation of projects is managed through 

project-specific Environmental and Social Management Plans, Health and Safety Plans, and 

careful monitoring. 

IFC Standards 
ESIA’s completed for national regulatory purposes in Southeast Asia are typically high-level and 

are not undertaken with the detail and rigour required by the IFC Performance Standards. For 

example, assessments required for national requirements often limit the project scope and do 

not take account of ancillary components, such as the transmission line and access road. In 

addition, the use of primary data for baseline studies is generally limited and environmental 

standards and acceptable limits are as per local regulations rather than internationally 

acceptable standards, which are often stricter. 

ESIAs which are completed to international standards determine a more detailed Environmental 

and Social Management Plan, which clearly outlines practical actions including the schedule 

and designated responsibilities. This makes it easier for parties such as construction companies 

and contractors to follow and implement environmental and social measures. 

Whilst project developers recognise the benefits of having ESIAs completed to international 

standards, it is an added layer of cost beyond what they are required to do under national 

regulations.  As a result, there can be some reluctance by development companies to incur 

these additional costs.  

Recognising this gap, in 2015 Armstrong approached the State Secretariat for Economic Affairs 

of Switzerland (“SECO”) and we were awarded a facility of US$182,500 by SECO to help project 

developers meet the costs of complying with international environmental and social standards. 

In 2017 Armstrong continued to utilise this grant and secured approval to extend the grant 

period by six months until mid-2018. 

Health and Safety 
As with any renewable power plant, there are occupational hazards and risks to safety. To 

manage these risks, the Operation and Maintenance Contractors have put in place Health and 

Safety Plans, including emergency preparedness and response plans and H&S training of all 

employees. 

 

Figure 3: TBC staff joins wind turbine safety training 
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SYMBIOR ELEMENTS PTE LTD 

 

Investment in Symbior Elements Pte Ltd 
The Fund acquired a majority equity interest in Symbior Elements Pte. Ltd. in 2013.  Between 2013 and 

2017, the investment grew to include 30MW of solar power plants across Thailand.  

 

Highlights of 2017 
In 2017, the solar plants were all operational and performing in line with expected projections. In 

accordance with Armstrong’s fund divestment strategy, Armstrong successfully sold the Symbior 30MW 

portfolio to Padaeng Industry Public Company Limited (PDI) in September 2017.  

 

 

Figure 4: Signing of the sale of the Symbior assets 

 

 

 

ESG Activities 
The projects were all managed successfully throughout construction and operation with no major 

environmental, safety or social issues. The company has continued to maintain its commitment to 

ongoing ESG activities during the year and there were no material ESG issues raised by the various 

bidders during the sale process. 
  

Date of Investment September 2013 WB Categorisation B 

Geography Thailand IFC PS applicable 1,2,3,4 

Technology Solar SEMS Officer Florian Bennhold 

Website www.symbiorenergy.com   

“ ” FRANCIS VANBELLEN, MANAGING DIRECTOR PDI  

“PDI is delighted with the transaction of the Symbior Thai Solar Farms. They have been 

built, operated and maintained in full compliance with best in class ESG principles.”  

 

http://www.symbiorenergy.com/
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GIA LAI ELECTRICITY COMPANY 

Date of Investment July 2016 WB Categorisation B 

Geography Vietnam IFC PS applicable 1-8 

Technology Hydropower SEMS Officer Mr Tran Hoang Thong Anh 

Website http://geccom.vn/en/   

 

Investment in GEC 
In July 2016, the Fund invested in GEC alongside the IFC. The Fund invested over US$12 million to take 

a minority stake in GEC. GEC has a portfolio of 141 small-scale hydropower plants (HPPs) in Vietnam with 

a combined installed capacity of 84MW and over 350 employees. GEC aims to increase its portfolio of 

hydropower plants in Vietnam and also to develop new solar and wind power projects. 

Along with IFC, Armstrong aims to complement GEC’s local team by bringing financial expertise and 

capabilities, as well as international project development experience to GEC, particularly technical 

expertise in solar and wind power. GEC has committed to bring their operation up to the level of 

international standards and best-practice, including their management of E&S issues. 

Highlights of 2017 
Rainfall in the highlands of Vietnam in 2017 was a better than in 2016 and therefore electricity generation 

for GEC’s hydropower projects (HPPs) increased substantially. In total, the HPPs generated 415,000 

MWhrs of electricity.  

Work was also progressed on developing GEC’s prospective solar projects. Land was acquired for two 

sites and initial permitting and developing works commenced. 

 

Figure 5: Water intake canal of GEC HPP  

ESG Activities 
Based on the extensive ESG due diligence assessment conducted, an Environmental and Social Action 

Plan (ESAP) was developed to address gaps in GEC’s ESG management and to assist GEC meet 

international ESG standards. GEC committed to implement the ESAP as part of the Shareholders’ 

Agreement. In 2016, with assistance from SECO funding facilitated by Armstrong, GEC engaged two ESG 

consulting firms to assist them implement the ESAP. Much of the work to complete the ESAP was 

completed in 2017 with works to establish a comprehensive Social and Environmental Management 

System expected to be completed in mid-2018. To take responsibility for establishing and implementing 

                                                           
1 A small hydropower plant was sold during the year reducing the total number of power plants owned by GEC to 
14 

http://geccom.vn/en/
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the SEMS, GEC created a new Environment, Health and Safety and Social (EHSS) Department and 

recruited a new EHSS Manager and team members.  

Armstrong and IFC continued to support the new EHSS Department throughout the year as the team 

worked with consultants to establish and document the new SEMS, as well as to implement the new 

procedures for existing and prospective projects. This included undertaking an EHSS audit of their existing 

HPPs, E&S screening and due diligence assessments of prospective new hydropower, solar and wind 

projects, and managing the stakeholder engagement and Environmental and Social Impact Assessment 

process for GEC’s first solar project (which commenced construction in early 2018). 

 

Figure 6: Phong Dien Solar Site 

 

Figure 7: Aerial View of the Phong Dien Solar Site 
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THE BLUE CIRCLE 

Date of Investment May 2014 WB Categorisation B 

Geography Mekong Region IFC PS applicable 1-8 

Technology Wind and solar SEMS Officer Jeff Peron 

Website www.thebluecircle.sg    

 

Investment in The Blue Circle 
In 2014, the Fund invested in The Blue Circle, a vertically integrated wind energy developer operating in 

South East Asia. The Fund also made a commitment to invest US$40 million equity in projects developed 

by The Blue Circle. 

The Singapore based company aims to bridge the gap in project development in the region by bringing 

international project development experience, financial expertise and capabilities together with local market 

understanding. Its growth strategy is twofold: through the development of its own projects and through 

partnership with local developers. The company has been focusing on commercially viable and feasible 

projects through a vertically integrated structure. The company’s headquarters are in Singapore with 

subsidiary offices in Vietnam and Thailand. In 

Highlights of 2017 
In 2017, the first of The Blue Circle’s projects, Phase 1 of the Dam Nai Wind Farm in Vietnam, was 

constructed and was commissioned in October. This 6MW wind farm is Armstrong’s first wind farm. Works 

to construct the 30MW Phase 2 of the project were also commenced during the year. The Blue Circle, was 

awarded as “Best Investor in Ninh Thuan region” by the government officials of Ninh Thuan province in 

October 2017. The Dam Nai Wind Farm project was recognized as the best investment among the other 

investments made in the region. 

 

 

Figure 8: Phase 1 of Dam Nai wind farm being erected, August 2017 

http://www.thebluecircle.sg/
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Figure 93: Turbine foundations being constructed at Dam Nai 

ESG Activities 
Extensive consultation with local stakeholders was undertaken in accordance with local land acquisition 

processes and IFC Performance Standards. The ESIA was completed for the project, including baseline 

surveys of avifauna (birds and bats) and modelling of noise impacts from the turbines. Environmental and 

Social Management Plans (ESMPs) were prepared for both the construction and operational phases. The 

land was acquired and the project was constructed without serious incident and without significant impacts 

on local communities. The project was commissioned in October and the operational phase ESMP is now 

being implemented. 

Stakeholder consultation and the land acquisition process was commenced in late 2017 for Phase 2 of the 

project that is planned to be constructed in 2018. The project is supporting the local communities through 

various initiatives, including sponsoring special events and supporting poor households. 

 

           Figure 10: Public consultation for Phase 2 of the project           Figure 11: Gifts provided to children at Mid-Autumn 
Festival 
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NV VOGT 

Date of Investment August 2014 WB Categorisation B 

Geography Philippines IFC PS applicable 1,2,3,4 

Technology Solar SEMS Officer Reynaldo Casas 

Website www.nv-vogt.com   

 

Background to the Investment 
The Fund signed an investment agreement in August 2014 committing up to USD 29 million to fund the 

construction of a pipeline of ground-mounted solar power projects in the Philippines being developed by 

the development company, NV Vogt Singapore (“NV Vogt”).  

NV Vogt is focused on developing, designing, financing, constructing and operating solar power plants in 

Asia. The founders of NV Vogt are pioneers of the solar industry with extensive experience in constructing 

and operating solar power plants in Europe and Asia. 

Highlights of 2017 
The three solar projects commissioned by NV Vogt in 2016 were all successfully operated throughout 2017. 

During the year, the three projects sold 33,958 MWh of power to the grid, representing 16,200 tonnes of 

carbon emissions avoided. Over the 25 year economic lifetime of the three projects, they are expected to 

generate 750 GWh. 

ESG Activities 
All three projects were managed well during 2017 and no significant environmental, safety or social incidents 

occurred. Safety Officers were officially appointed and accredited during the year, in accordance with local 

regulations. 

NV Vogt is committed to the local community, chiefly through priority employment of local labour. In 2017, 

the NV Vogt team worked together with the local municipality and barangay to plant trees. NV Vogt donated 

and planted a total of 100 fruit bearing trees such as Avocado, Graviola and Jackfruit trees within the 

properties of the schools near the three project sites. 

Figure 42: School tree-planting sponsored by NV Vogt 

 

 

 

http://www.nv-vogt.com/
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BULACAN SOLAR ENERGY CORP 

Date of Investment June 2015 WB Categorisation B 

Geography Philippines IFC PS applicable 1,2,3,4 

Technology Solar SEMS Officer Adrian Gacrama 

Website Private  

 

Background to the Investment 
In June 2015, the Fund signed an investment agreement to invest into a 15MW solar PV project located in 

Bulacan, Philippines, developed by Cleantech Global Renewables Inc. Bulacan is a province in the 

Philippines located in the Central Luzon Region. Glimex is appointed as the operations team.  

Highlights of 2017 
The project was operational throughout 2017 and generated over 20,224 MWhrs, equivalent to almost 10,000 

tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions avoided. The project is expected to generate 503 GWh over a 25-year 

lifetime. 

 

Figure 53: Bulacan solar project 

ESG Activities 
The project is operational and the environmental and social issues are being managed in accordance with 

the Environmental and Social Management Plan and the Health and Safety Plan. There were a few minor 

erosion and drainage issues which were addressed. The project experienced no serious environmental, 

safety or social issues during the year. An EHS audit was conducted during October and a few minor issues 

and areas for improvement were identified and a corrective action plan prepared. 

The project provided support to the local schools through a feeding program and also through providing 

school supplies for the children. The project also continued to support the local basketball league. 

http://www.nv-vogt.com/
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Figure 64: School nutrition program sponsored by the project 

 

Figure 15: School supplies, sponsored by the project 
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ENFINITY PHILIPPINES RENEWABLE RESOURCES INC 

Date of Investment January 2016 WB Categorisation B 

Geography Philippines IFC PS applicable 1,2,3,4 

Technology Solar SEMS Officer Michael Yamazoe 

Website www.sindicatum.com  

 

Background to the Investment 
In January 2016, the Fund signed an investment agreement to invest into a 22MW solar PV project located 

in Clark, Luzon Island, the Philippines. The project is owned by the SPV Lumos Investment Pte Ltd of which 

the Fund owns 50% and Sindicatum Renewable Energy, as co-investor and developer, owns the remaining 

50%.  

Highlights of 2017 
The project was operational throughout 2017 and generated over 30,600 MWhrs in 2017 and is expected to 

generate approximately 30 GWh per year over a 25-year lifetime.  

 

Figure 16: Clark solar project 

ESG Activities 
The project was operational throughout 2017 without serious environmental, social or safety incidents. An 

EHS audit was conducted during the year as part of monitoring and continual improvement efforts. 

Maintenance works including grass-cutting and improving the drainage system were ongoing, as was 

engagement with local stakeholders. In December, EPRRI attended the Clark Development Corporation 

Appreciation Dinner, at which EPRRI received an award for the " Most Environmental Compliant"  company 

located in Clark.  
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PT INTI DUTA ENERGI (IDE) 

Date of Investment July 2014 WB Categorisation B 

Geography Indonesia IFC PS applicable 1,2,3,4,6 

Technology Mini-hydro SEMS Officer Pak Djohan Halim 

Website www.nusakonstruksi.com  

 

Background to the Investment 
The Fund signed an investment agreement in June 2014 committing up to US$22.5 million to fund the 

construction of a portfolio of mini-hydro power generation projects in Indonesia being developed by PT Inti 

Duta Energi (IDE). 

Highlights from 2017 
Due to several factors including delays in Government policy revisions, the IDE’s pipeline of hydropower 

projects did not progress during 2017.  

ESG Activities 
For mini-hydro power projects in Indonesia with low potential environmental and social impact, an 

enviornmetnal monitoring and management plan (known as a UKL/ UPL) study is required – this is a high level 

impact assessment.   

IDE has been a recipient of the SECO grant facilitated by Armstrong. EnviroSolutions & Consulting, an 

environmental consultancy with an office in Indonesia, is assisting IDE in completing ESIAs to IFC 

Performance Standards for some of IDE’s projects. This work was largely completed during 2017. 

  

 

http://nusakonstruksi.com/operation-subsidiaries-energy.php
http://www.nusakonstruksi.com/
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OUR ESG GOALS IN 2017 

Our Goal How We Did 

Continue to ensure and improve the E&S 
management of our operational assets, 
including further improving and 
operationalising the SEMS’ of our 
Investees, particularly at the project level  

During 2017, Armstrong finalised an updated version of 
our SEMS. The updated version is more comprehensive 
and is aimed at ensuring more effective and systematic 
E&S management of our operational assets. 

Develop and improve the capacity of E&S 
staff at our projects through training, 
technical support and the provision of 
guidance resources  

We have continued working extensively with our portfolio 
companies on ESG issues (including stakeholder 
engagement, implementing worker grievance mechanism, 
completing ESIAs, etc).  

GEC has established a new EHSS Department and hired 
a new EHSS Manager. Armstrong is continuing to support 
GEC’s improved ESG management and training of GEC 
staff on IFC Performance Standards was provided during 
the year. 

The new wind farm in Vietnam required contracting new 
construction companies and operational and maintenance 
contractors. Armstrong supported these new contractors 
and has made sure that they understand our E&S 
management systems and can implement them 
effectively. 

Complete the development and 

implementation of the improved 

‘international standard’ E&S Management 

System of our new Investee, GEC 

The Environmental and Social Action Plan for GEC was 
prepared and agreed in 2016 and much of this was 
completed during 2017. GEC’s new SEMS has been 
drafted in line with international standards and will be 
finalised in 2018. 

Encourage our Investees to make their 

E&S Policy and Annual Report publically 

available 

There were several changes to our portfolio in 2017 (and 
into 2018). We will continue encouraging our portfolio 
companies to do this in 2018. 

Ensure the E&S risks of our new projects 

are carefully assessed and managed in line 

with the IFC Performance Standards 

Armstrong constructed Phase 1 of the Dam Nai wind farm 
in 2017. The E&S risks of this project were carefully 
managed in line with our SEMS and the IFC Performance 
Standards. No serious E&S incidents occurred.    

Increase and develop the capacity of 

Armstrong’s own in-house ESG expertise, 

through professional development, 

attendance at ESG events/ conferences, 

and, possibly, addition of new staff 

Armstrong’s ESG Manager continued to develop his 
capacity and experience through working closely with our 
co-investor’s (IFC’s) ESG experts and through 
participating in ESG-related webinars. During 2017, 
Armstrong’s ESG Manager also presented at the 
Business and Nature Forum supported by Birdlife 
International. 

Update and improve Armstrong’s SEMS to 

provide more detail, including a new 

Security Policy and Plan to better manage 

the security risks of working at some of our 

site locations 

Armstrong’s updated SEMS was finalised and adopted by 
the Board in early 2017. The Security Management Plan 
is drafted but is not yet finalised pending changes in 
Armstrong’s portfolio. 
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OUR ESG GOALS FOR 2018 

Our goals for 2018 are based on the goals which we set ourselves for 2017 but are also based on the 

progression of our portfolio to include projects under construction but also divestment of some of our 

operating assets. We expect the portfolio in 2018 to include the continued operation of our wind and 

hydropower plants in Vietnam, as well as construction of new wind and solar projects. Our ESG goals 

for 2018 are thus: 

1.  Continue to ensure and improve the E&S management of our operational assets, including 

further improving and operationalising the SEMS’ of our Investees, particularly at the project 

level; 

2.  Develop and improve the capacity of E&S staff at our projects through training, technical 

support and the provision of guidance resources; 

3.  Complete the development and implementation of the improved ‘international standard’ E&S 

Management System of our new Investee, GEC; 

4.  Continue to encourage the implementation of projects to support the communities living 

around our project sites; 

5.  Improve the E&S monitoring and reporting of our projects; 

6.  Encourage our Investees to make their E&S Policy and Annual Report publically available; 

7.  Ensure the E&S risks of our new projects are carefully assessed and managed in line with 

the IFC Performance Standards; 

8.  Consider ESG issues in the divestment of our existing operational assets. 


